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Abstract

This paper addresses the teaching of dialogue interpreting (DI) in healthcare settings. 
Based on the technique developed by Stokoe (2011a) – the Conversation Analytic Role-play 
Method (CARM), which was applied to healthcare interpreting by Niemants (2013, 2015), 
– the author replicates Niemants and Stokoe’s (2017) experiment within her English-Ital-
ian healthcare interpreting classroom, by adding the observation of real-life data to tra-
ditional role-playing. Data were collected within the Healthcare Interpreting Quality 
Corpus (HIQC) project, comprising both real-life data involving doctors, patients, and 
professional interpreters; and simulated interactions involving trainers and DI students. 
The first section of the paper is dedicated to the illustration of the methodological choices 
made during the real-life data selection process. It focuses on the real-life sub-corpus and 
recurring phenomena within it, which are discussed in relation to their relevance for DI 
training and their use in the classroom. The second part of the paper illustrates the results 
of the application of Niemants and Stokoe’s training method, the validity of which was 
verified during the examination sessions at the end of the DI course held by the author.
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1.  Study background

This study was inspired by two contemporary authors, namely Natacha Niemants 
and Elizabeth Stokoe. Five years ago, the CERLIS 2012 International Conference 
on “Corpora in LSP research and teaching”1 took place at the University of Berga-
mo, Italy. In her article based on her presentation, which was published in 2013 
in the fourth volume of the CERLIS Series Corpora in Specialized Communication 
(Desoutter et al. 2013), and later on in her volume L’interprétation de dialogue en 
milieu médical, Niemants (2013, 2015) discusses the issue of (in)authenticity of 
role plays traditionally used in the training of dialogue interpreters: her contras-
tive analysis of two bilingual corpora of interpreter-mediated healthcare interac-
tions, real and simulated, shows that interpreting trainees in simulated interac-
tions tend to behave unrealistically, with respect to professional interpreters in 
real-life situations. Niemants (2013, 2015) observes that this seems to be due to 
trainers’ inability of reproducing situations, within which trainees have to (re)
act in their capacity of professionals in charge of communication. Trainees do 
not display any evidence of their feeling responsible for the understanding by 
primary interlocutors, and, unlike professional interpreters, limit their output to 
turn-by-turn translation, avoiding any action that would imply a greater involve-
ment on their part. Having identified the problem, the author offers a solution, 
namely the application of the CARM model developed by Stokoe (2011a, 2011b, 
2014) to the training of healthcare interpreters. The acronym stands for Conver-
sation Analytic Role-Play Method (see <www.carmtraining.org> for more details). 
Stokoe developed the CARM model to train professionals, whose job involves 
spoken interaction with clients, which is why Niemants found it particularly 
useful for the training of dialogue interpreters2. On the basis of Stokoe’s expe-
rience, Niemants (2013, 2015) suggests a two-pronged approach to the training 
of dialogue (healthcare) interpreters, which combines traditional role play and 
corpus analysis in the classroom. The author’s approach to the analysis is qualita-
tive, mainly due to the limited number of interactions she was able to transcribe 
and use in her course. In the conclusion of her paper, Niemants points out that a 
quantitative analysis would be the ideal next step in order to gain sufficient in-
sight to understand “comment se déroule l’interprétation réelle”3 so that “on n’aura 
plus d’excuses pour ne pas l’enseigner” (2013: 232).

Inspired by her article, I decided to embark on a similar project, with the 
aim of testing Niemants’ proposed method and integrating her qualitative re-
sults by applying the quantitative approach to my data. The analysis was carried 
out on two sub-corpora. One is a collection of recordings of real-life interpret-
er-mediated doctor-patient interactions taking place in Italian hospitals and 
family counselling units, with foreign English- and German-speaking patients. 

1 The original title of the conference read “I corpora nella ricerca e nella didattica dei 
linguaggi specialistici”.

2 The two authors published the result of their joint efforts in the volume Teaching 
Dialogue Interpreting. Research-based Proposals for Higher Education edited by Cirillo and 
Niemants (2017).

3 Italics in the original.
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Recordings contained in the other bilingual (English-Italian) sub-corpus are 
simulated interactions between two trainers and one student playing the 
role of Italian doctor, English-speaking patient, and interpreter, respectively. 
The two sub-corpora are taken from the Healthcare Interpreting Quality Cor-
pus – HIQC (Dal Fovo 2017): it comprises both real-life interpreter-mediated 
doctor-patient interactions (HIQC_p, “p” indicating the real-life professional 
setting)4 and simulations of interpreter-mediated doctor-patient interactions 
(HIQC_t, “t” indicating the training setting) that took place during the exam-
ination phase concluding the healthcare interpreting course offered at the Sezi-
one di Studi in Lingue Moderne per Interpreti e Traduttori of the Dept. of Law, Lan-
guage, Interpreting and Translation5, University of Trieste (henceforth IUSLIT 
Dept.), over a period of three years. Niemants and Stokoe’s method was applied 
only during the last year.

This paper is divided into two sections: the first section is dedicated to the il-
lustration of the methodological choices made during the data selection process; 
it focuses on the real-life sub-corpus and recurring phenomena within it, which 
are discussed in relation to their relevance for dialogue interpreter training and 
their use in the classroom; the second part of the paper illustrates the results of 
the application of Niemants and Stokoe’s training method, the validity of which 
was verified during the examination sessions at the end of the dialogue inter-
preting course (second sub-corpus).

1.1 State of the art on DI

Face-to-face interaction is based on activities aimed at (co-)creating and (co-)ne-
gotiating the meaning of the message. Understanding is therefore described as 
“the next action achieved by the co-participant, demonstrating his/her under-
standing” (Mondada 2011: 542). The notion of “next action” is derived from Con-
versation Analysis (CA) and describes the way in which interlocutors produce 
their behaviour and react to each other’s behaviour in interaction within a spe-
cific context. According to CA scholars (Sacks et al. 1974), interlocutors in interac-
tion behave according to three basic principles: sequentiality, adjacency, and rel-
evance. Interpreter-mediated face-to-face communication makes no exception. 
However, when primary interlocutors do not share the same language, their ac-
tions and (re)actions are not adjacent, as their turns in conversation depend on 
the turns uttered by a third party, i.e. the interpreter. As a result, communication 
between interlocutors speaking different languages requires first and foremost 
understanding and interpretation of the message by the interpreter (Niemants 
2015: 16). Since Wadensjö’s (1998) seminal work on dialogue interpreting (DI), 

4 The HIQC_p sub-corpus was collected after obtaining the written authorisation of 
doctors, patients and interpreters involved in each single interaction, on the condition 
that recordings would only be used for research purposes and within the quality study 
going on at the time.

5 Formerly named Advanced School of Modern Languages for Interpreters and 
Translators (SSLMIT).
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DI scholars have reached consensus on the fact that dialogue interpreters are as 
much an integral part of the ongoing face-to-face interaction as the other partic-
ipants, and together they co-construct said interaction. Language transfer is only 
one component of the dialogue interpreter’s job, whose activity and professional 
choices are extremely context-sensitive and recipient-oriented. Moreover, when 
interpreter-mediated, each interlocutor’s voice splits into two distinguished, 
and yet intertwined, professional voices: the one of the original speaker and the 
one of the interpreter. This bipartite nature requires an adjustment of discourse 
practices and configuration (Pöchhacker/Shlesinger 2007), with a shift in the 
distribution of power in terms of turn allocation and interaction coordination 
(Baraldi/Gavioli 2012) with respect to monolingual communication.

The role of dialogue interpreters in face-to-face interaction has been the top-
ic of one of the liveliest discussions within DI studies in the past two decades 
(inter alia Bolden 2000; Davidson 2000, 2002; Niemants 2013, 2015), with recent 
contributions to the literature indicating an increasingly clearer tendency to-
wards a comprehensive view of the dialogue interpreter’s profile and tasks (see 
Valero-Garcés/Martin 2008; Merlini 2009a; Merlini/Gatti 2015). In their recent 
publication on the concept of role-space with regard to community interpreting, 
Llewellyn-Jones and Lee (2014: 144), observe that studies conducted by 

pioneering researchers […] who have analysed what community interpreters actually 
do when enabling communication across language and cultural barriers, only shine a 
light even more intensely on the inadequacy of most of the codes of conduct/practice 
adopted by national interpreting organisations and public service institutions. Their 
emphasis on over-simplistic notions of accuracy, impartiality, never offering an opin-
ion and only accepting work you are qualified to do only serve to mislead service users 
and confuse interpreting students and less-experienced interpreters.

More specifically, the notion of role is being slowly, yet steadily, set aside, in fa-
vour of concepts that may account for the multiple tasks interpreters have to 
take care of when co-constructing and co-negotiating conversation with their 
interlocutors in face-to-face interaction. Scholars are increasingly sharing their 
findings based on real-life interpreter-mediated interactions, which seem to 
converge in pointing to the fact that “interpreters do not merely transfer mean-
ing from one language to another”: they are, first and foremost, “‘rounded’ hu-
man beings with well-honed social skills, sensitivities and awareness”, who play 
a vital role “in aligning with the participants, and, by extension allowing them 
to align with each other”, and who “must be skilled in a variety of techniques to 
appropriately manage interactions in order to facilitate successful communica-
tion between and among participants” (Llewellyn-Jones/Lee 2014: 148). Such a 
flexible and dynamic interpretative framework allows for the analysts to study 
interpreters’ conversational behaviour and professional attitude, by focussing 
on the latter’s capacity to adopt a primary speaker’s perspective – what Merlini 
and Gatti (2015: 155) identify as the dialogue interpreters’ “empathic behaviour”.

This paper aims at contributing to the ongoing debate by presenting results 
obtained from the two analysed sub-corpora. 
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1.2  Dialogue interpreter training

The teaching of dialogue interpreting has been largely influenced by the literature 
on conference interpreting (cf. Gile 1995; Falbo et al. 1999; Seleskovic/Lederer 2002) 
and is traditionally based on the belief that interpreting is learnt by doing interpret-
ing (cf. Niemants 2013: 216). This well-established tradition, corroborated by a his-
tory of success, has been progressively applied to the teaching of DI, together with 
the above-mentioned notion of learning by doing, with the only difference lying in 
the kind of doing: DI students do their interpreting for two trainers speaking two dif-
ferent languages and pretending to not understand each other (Ballardini 2006). 

This was the method applied in the healthcare interpreting course held at the 
IUSLIT Dept. in the first two years of recording within the study period (2014-2016). 
After reading about Stokoe’s (2011a, 2011b) CARM model and Niemants’ (2013, 2015) 
related efforts, however, the last year was dedicated to the testing of said method in 
the classroom, and to verifying its validity during the exam session. In the following 
paragraphs Niemants and Stokoe’s (2017) method will be briefly illustrated.

1.3 A different role play

The kind of activity described here is based on the Conversation Analytic Role Play 
Method – CARM (Stokoe 2011a, 2011b, 2014). The CARM method was designed for 
the training of future professionals of oral communication. It engages trainees 
in active reflection by showing them video-recorded real-life interactions and by 
interrupting the screening at specific points in the interaction. Trainees are then 
asked to reflect on what kind of problems generate from that specific passage in 
that specific moment, and they are encouraged to suggest what kind of actions 
should follow in order to solve those problems. Such activity is undoubtedly suit-
able for the teaching of conflict mediation, but it could very well be applied to DI 
training too, where students need to understand what they are required to do 
when acting as professionals in situations they are unlikely to have found them-
selves in before (Niemants 2013, 2015). It is indeed the use of real-life, authentic data 
that may bridge the gap between simulation and reality. According to Niemants 
and Stokoe’s (2017) method, while listening to a real-life interpreter-mediated 
doctor-patient interaction, students are asked to project the next action before lis-
tening to specific passages; subsequently, those passages are played and students 
are asked to consider the interpreter’s (re)action in terms of its repercussions on 
the interaction. Niemants (2013, 2015) selected her passages for their peculiarity 
(qualitative approach). Conversely, excerpts for this study, used and tested during 
the healthcare interpreting course, were chosen for their frequency of occurrence 
within the corpus (quantitative approach), as illustrated in the following section.

2. Real-life data and what they can tell us 

The sub-corpus of real-life data (HCIQ_p) comprises 65 recordings, of which 
20 were selected for the purpose of analysis, for a total duration of 11h 37’ 06’’ 
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(Table 1). Interpreters involved in the recorded interactions were Italian-native 
professionals with 2 to 6 years of experience as healthcare interpreters. Patients 
were foreign women coming from various countries, either German- or Eng-
lish-speaking natives (Austria, Germany, USA, and Nigeria), or spoke English 
as a Lingua Franca (ELF) (Bangladesh, the Philippines, and Greece), who needed 
healthcare assistance for one of the following situations/conditions: pregnancy, 
gynaecological problems, and child sickness. Doctors were Italian-speaking pro-
fessionals working in the city of Trieste, Italy, and its surroundings.

N CODE LANGUAGES Patient’s 
COUNTRY OF 
ORIGIN

TOPIC DURATION

1 DE_ginep_20150204 DE-IT Germany gynaecological visit 
(pregnancy)

0:25:17

2 DE_vacc_20150220 DE-IT Germany baby’s vaccination 0:13:40

3 ELF_ginep_20150121 EN-IT Philippines gynaecological visit 
(pregnancy)

0:39:12

4 EN_gine_20150703 EN-IT USA gynaecological visit 0:28:28

5 EN_gine_20150729 EN-IT Nigeria gynaecological visit 0:40:13

6 EN_giner_20150603 EN-IT Nigeria gynaecological visit 
(post curettage)

0:37:18

7 EN_giner_20150528 EN-IT Nigeria gynaecological visit 
(post curettage)

0:23:19

8 EN_xr_20150620 EN-IT Nigeria uterus x-ray 0:51:02

9 EN_gine_20170128 EN-IT Nigeria gynaecological visit 1:02:27

10 ELF_gine_20160518 EN-IT Philippines gynaecological visit 0:38:09

11 ELF_gine_20160519 EN-IT Bangladesh gynaecological visit 0:34:46

12 ELF_eco_20150202 EN-IT Greece ultrasound (pregnancy) 3:18:02

13 DE_ps_20150609 DE-IT Austria ear infection 0:16:31

14 DE_ps_20150611 DE-IT Austria stomach flu 0:09:45

15 DE_ps_20150616 DE-IT Austria laryngopharyngitis 0:14:24

16 DE_ps_20150702 DE-IT Austria allergy 0:08:26

17 DE_ps_20150711 DE-IT Germany foot injury 0:19:38

18 DE_ps_20150724 DE-IT Germany eye trauma 0:12:21

19 DE_ps_20150721 DE-IT Austria ear infection 0:15:13

20 DE_ps_20150803 DE-IT Germany sunstroke 0:10:25

Table 1. HCIQ_p sub-corpus
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Each interaction was audio-recorded and transcribed6 with the ELAN software7, 
a free tool created by The Language Archive team at Max Planck Institute for 
Psycholinguistics for the creation of complex annotations on video and audio 
resources (Wittenburg et al. 2006). The ELAN software was chosen because it al-
lows the analyst to align audio- (and video-) track and transcript, save the latter in 
a simple text format that can be shared with and used by the rest of the scientific 
community (cf. Niemants 2012), and because of its intuitive interface. 

The quantitative analysis was carried out manually, counting the occurrenc-
es of specific phenomena in the transcripts. More specifically, by applying the 
CA analysis paradigm, deviations from the ideal AIBIA8 model (Wadensjö 1998; 
Niemants 2013, 2015) were identified and counted. 

First of all, the distribution of turns among speakers9 in each interaction was 
counted and the relevant percentages calculated (Figure 1):

Figure 1. Distribution of turns in the corpus of analysis

6 Transcription conventions are provided at the end of the article and are based on 
Magno Caldognetto and Tonelli’s (1993) model, later revised by Papa (2010).

7 Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, The Language Archive, Nijmegen, The 
Netherlands.

8 A = speaker of language A (e.g. Italian); B = speaker of language B (e.g. English); I = 
interpreter.

9 Speakers are identified as follows: doctor = MED; patient / patient’s parent = PAT; 
interpreter = INT.
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2.1  The myth of AIBIA sequences

The following chart (Figure 2) highlights first and foremost that AIBIA sequenc-
es were quite the exception in interpreter-mediated doctor-patient interactions 
(13%), so much so, that the AIBIA model’s entire applicability in real-life could 
be doubted. More specifically, they tend to appear when patients are non-native 
English speakers (recordings no. 3, 10, 11), as the conversation seems to be slight-
ly slower, whereas situations involving German-speaking patients or patients’ 
parents do not display any occurrence of AIBIA sequences, except for one single 
case (Example 3).

Figure 2. Frequency of AIBIA vs non-AIBIA sequences in the HIQC_p sub-corpus

Furthermore, there are AIBIA sequences that only superficially resemble the ide-
al AIBIA model, while their content and position within the interaction indicate 
that they represent passages of a slightly different nature. Consider the following 
example (Example 1)10:

10 Excerpts are taken from the transcripts of the HIQC_p corpus and are displayed as 
follows: the first column indicates the line number(s) in the transcript; the second 
column indicates the abbreviation identifying the speaker; the third column indicates 
the turn content and, when the original turn is in Italian or German, a glossed 
translation into English in italics. Transcription conventions are provided at the end 
of the article.
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Example 1. - Rec. no.6 EN_giner_20150603

424-425 MED                                 <sì no> no noi non non le abbiamo qui non le non non è praticato 
non è che sia sbagliato eh ma non è praticato
                                 <yes no> no we do not have them here they are not 
it is not performed here not that it is wrong eh but it is not performed

426-427 INT it is not very common to- I mean the doctor knows this injection but it’s not very 
common in Italy (.) so

428 PAT in Nigeria XXX a lot of people XXX

429 INT perché in Nigeria invece è una delle cose che è più utilizzato insomma 

because in Nigeria it is instead one of the things that is most used actually

430 MED le l’iniezione

the the injection

Each speaker seems to follow the AIBIA rule in taking their turns, but, when so 
isolated, this sequence does not make a lot of sense: indeed, MED’s first turn 
(lines 424-425), or A turn11, refers to a subject that was mentioned previously in 
the conversation (Example 2, lines 411-423), and is repeated only in INT’s turn 
(lines 426-427) ‒ i.e. I turn12; the latter, is actually composed of a meta-communi-
cative observation describing ‒ rather than translating ‒ MED’s answer (“I mean 
the doctor knows this injection”) followed by an understatement with respect 
to the original (“it is not very common in Italy”, as opposed to “non le abbiamo 
qui” [we do not have them here] and “non le non non è praticato” [it is not per-
formed]). PAT’s reaction (line 428), or B turn13, is a reiteration of her previous 
stance (lines 411-416), whereby she insists that the contraceptive injection is a 
common practice in Nigeria. At this point INT turns to MED14, translating and 
expanding PAT’s reply (line 429), this time leaving the subject implicit: “perché 
in Nigeria invece è una delle cose che è più utilizzato insomma” [because in Nige-
ria it is instead one of the things that is most used actually]. In the last turn in the 
sequence15, MED simply repeats the subject of the exchange (line 430) to signal 
understanding. 

The whole passage is preceded by a longer, non-AIBIA exchange, illustrated in 
the following excerpt (Example 2):

11 First A in AIBIA.
12 First I in AIBIA.
13 B in AIBIA.
14 Second I in AIBIA.
15 Second A in AIBIA.
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Example 2. - Rec. no. 6 EN_giner_20150603

411-
412

PAT XXX in Nigeria they found kind of like injection like shot like this like six months or 
one year you don’t get another and that’s XXX

413 INT and you don’t have your bleeding either 

414 PAT you don’t have the bleeding and you don’t get pregnant 

415 INT okay

416 PAT XXX I don’t know if this XXX menstruation

417-
418

INT yes (.) perché appunto lei non vorrebbe che la pillola inibisse le mestruazioni perché sa 
ad esempio di altri sistemi in Nigeria per esempio ci sono delle ragazze che si fanno 
fare una piccola iniezione o 

yes because indeed she wouldn’t want the pill to inhibit her menstruation because 
she knows for example of other systems in Nigeria for instance there are girls that are 
given a small injection or

419 MED <sì>

<yes>

420-
421

INT <una volta> l’anno e poi per tutto l’anno successivo per sei mesi ehm non rimangono 
incinte →però non hanno neanche le mestruazioni←
<once> a year and then for the whole following year for six months ehm they do not 
get pregnant but do not have their menstruation either

422 MED sì

yes

423 INT lei invece vorrebbe avercele <con la pillola>

but she would like to have them <with the pill>

424-
425

MED                                                             <sì no> no noi non non le abbiamo qui non le non

non è praticato non è che sia sbagliato eh ma non è praticato

                                                                  <yes no> no we do not have them here they are not
it is not performed here not that it is wrong eh but it is not performed

426-
427

INT it is not very common to- I mean the doctor knows this injection but it’s not very com-
mon in Italy (.) so

428 PAT in Nigeria XXX a lot of people XXX

429 INT perché in Nigeria invece è una delle cose che è più utilizzato insomma 

because in Nigeria it is instead one of the things that is most used actually

430 MED le l’iniezione

the the injection

PAT starts off by mentioning a contraceptive method particularly common in 
Nigeria (lines 411-412); what follows is a brief side sequence between PAT and 
INT, whereby INT makes sure she understands exactly what the effects of the in-
jection are, first by asking a clarification question (line 413) and then by provid-
ing a narration continuer (“okay” line 415). After confirming her understanding 
(“yes” line 417), INT turns to MED, first providing a justification for what is to 
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follow (“perché appunto lei non vorrebbe che la pillola inibisse le mestruazioni” 
[because indeed she wouldn’t want the pill to inhibit her menstruation]), and 
then by explaining, rather than translating, what PAT said. Particularly interest-
ing is the use of the third person singular to refer to the speaker INT is currently 
translating. This seems to be the norm in healthcare interpreting in Italy, and is 
probably due to the fact that the profession is neither certified nor regulated by 
law. By distancing themselves from the original speakers, healthcare interpret-
ers make sure that: a) they are not associated by the patient with the healthcare 
provider (as patients may otherwise think that they may depend on interpreters 
for medical information, see Merlini 2009b), especially since healthcare provid-
ers tend to delegate some of their own tasks to the interpreter, such as collecting 
information or providing explanation (e.g. Hsieh 2007, 2010; Baraldi 2009); and 
b) that they can apply face-saving strategies whenever the interlocutors’ turns re-
quire it (see Example 4). The following exchange is, once again, a side sequence, 
this time between INT and MED, with the latter uttering narration continuers 
(lines 419 and 422), prompting INT to provide further explanations, which result 
in an expansion of PAT’s previous turns.

In the unique case of an AIBIA sequence involving a German-speaking pa-
tient too (Example 3), the exchange may be described as non-standard, namely a 
sequence where turns do not correspond to utterances and translations, despite 
being uttered in the AIBIA order. 

Example 3. - Rec. no. 13 DE_ps_20150609

34 PAT aber in Februar hatten wir das Ganze auch schon

but in February we had the whole thing already

35 INT ah ah le le è già successo anche a febbraio

ah ah it it happened to her in February already

36 MED mh (.) difficoltà a mangiare o a <bere>

mh difficulties in eating or drinking>

37-38 INT                                  <hat> sie Schwierigkeiten 

beim Essen oder Trinken

                                <does> she have difficulties in eating or drinking

39 PAT gar nicht

not at all

The passage starts quite traditionally, with PAT providing information regarding 
her child’s conditions (line 34) and INT translating her utterance straight away. 
MED reacts by signalling understanding (“mh”) and by asking a follow-up ques-
tion, without providing any specific answer or observation with respect to PAT’s 
utterance. INT does not press MED for answers and, instead, translates his ques-
tion to PAT, who replies immediately after.
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This kind of non-standard AIBIA sequences appears to be more frequent than 
standard ones in the entire sub-corpus, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Frequency of standard AIBIA vs non-standard AIBIA sequences in the HIQC_p 
sub-corpus

2.2 The reality of non-AIBIA sequences

As far as non-AIBIA sequences are concerned, they appear to take up the follow-
ing forms in the HIQC_p sub-corpus (Table 3):

TYPE DESCRIPTION

TYPE a. side sequences of clarification between INT and PAT;

TYPE b. side sequences of clarification between INT and MED;

TYPE c. prolonged INT turns interrupted by PAT’s narration continuers and vice-versa;

TYPE d. prolonged INT turns interrupted by MED’s narration continuers and vice-versa;

TYPE e. meta-communication turns uttered by INT alerting one of the parties about what has just 
happened or is about to happen in the conversation and/or during the medical consultation, 
to which interlocutors react by addressing INT’s directly;

TYPE f. instruction-giving turns by MED, which are immediately translated by INT, with no verbal 
reaction by PAT;

TYPE g. mandate-like turns, whereby interlocutors ask INT to say or do something on their behalf 
(which INT almost invariably says/does immediately afterwards);

TYPE h. code-switching episodes, through which MED and PAT communicate directly, without re-
sorting to INT’s translation.

Table 3. Classification of non-AIBIA sequences
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It is clear, therefore, that turn-by-turn translation does not necessarily ensure 
understanding by all parties, and, if applied unconditionally, may even hamper 
communication. Interpreters involved in the passages discussed so far display 
awareness of their responsibility of the parties’ understanding, and actively take 
part in the meaning negotiation process to promote such understanding. In oth-
er words, meaning negotiation, coordination of the interaction, and promotion 
of interlocutors’ participations are all integral parts of the tasks of the dialogue 
interpreter, who is the real “metteur en scène” of the interaction, facing the respon-
sibility of communication (Niemants 2013: 220).

The above-mentioned types of non-AIBIA sequences are distributed as fol-
lows in the sub-corpus:

Figure 4. Distribution of types of non-AIBIA sequences in the HIQC_p sub-corpus

Given their relevance and incidence rate within the real-life data sub-corpus 
(HIQC_p), non-AIBIA sequences were selected for classroom discussion.

In the following sections, excerpts from the transcripts are presented, that 
illustrated the most frequent, a medium frequent and a least frequent type of 
non-AIBIA sequence, respectively, followed by a discussion on their relevance for 
DI training and use in the classroom.

2.2.1 Type b. non-AIBIA sequences

Description

Type b. sequences are the most frequent type of non-AIBIA exchanges (20%) in 
the sub-corpus and take the form of side sequences of clarification between INT 
and MED.
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In the following excerpt (Example 4) MED starts announcing what he is 
going to do next to visit his little patient (line 71), but almost immediately in-
terrupts his explanation and turns to INT, asking why the GP who referred the 
child’s family to the E.R. did not do anything else to help them, despite the fact 
that he himself could have treated the child’s ear infection (lines 72-74). INT 
does not translate MED’s words for PAT (i.e. the patient’s parent), but addresses 
the doctor directly to inform him about what the parents told her upon their 
arrival, before being admitted to the consultation room16. She concludes her ex-
planation by suggesting that maybe the GP did not have the necessary equip-
ment (“perché non so forse non sono attrezzati bene” [I don’t know maybe they 
did not have the necessary equipment] line 77). MED dismisses INT’s hypothe-
sis, stating that the cost of the necessary equipment does not justify its absence 
from the GP’s practice (“ma un otoscopio costa cento euro” [but an otoscope is 
just one hundred euros]); he then comments on the whole exchange, letting INT 
know that his words ought to be considered as thinking aloud on his part and 
need not be translated (“vabbè queste sono confessioni professionali” [anyway 
these are just confessions among professionals]); he finally resumes with the 
consultation and delivers the diagnosis (“ha un’otite è un’infezione e un’infiam-
mazione insieme” [he has an ear infection it is an infection and an inflamma-
tion at the same time]).

Example 4. - Rec. no. 19 DE_ps_20150721

71-74 MED <adesso (.)> piano piano piano piano facciamo anche qua piano piano piano mmh 
ma perché li ha mandati qua scusa lui non è un dottore è un’otite non poteva far 
qualcosa

<now> slowly slowly we will do here too really slow mmh but why did he send them 
here sorry but is he not a doctor it is an ear infection he could have done something

75-77 INT eh:: non lo so ha detto che il dottore l’ha visto e poi gli ha detto di andare in ospedale 
perché non so forse non sono attrezzati bene

eh I do not know she said the doctor saw him and then he said to go to the hospital 
because I don’t know maybe they did not have the necessary equipment

78-80 MED ma un otoscopio costa cento euro vabbè queste sono confessioni professionali ha 
un’otite è un’infezione e un’infiammazione insieme

but an otoscope is just one hundred euros anyway these are just confessions among 
professionals he has an ear infection it is an infection and an inflammation at the 
same time

16 In this particular E.R., interpreters do not work on call, but have their own desk in 
the waiting room, where they welcome foreign patients and collect some preliminary 
information to open each new patient’s chart in the computer system. They wear 
white nurse-like scrubs and usually introduce each patient’s case to the doctor before 
letting the patient in.
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Discussion

This example is used to promote students’ awareness of their status as ratified 
participants in the conversation. Indeed, unlike conference interpreters, they are 
far from being expected to act (and considered) as mere translating machines; on 
the contrary, and especially when they work in this particular field with the same 
healthcare providers for a while, they are considered almost as members of the 
healthcare staff, or at least of the care-giving team, able to share their daily diffi-
culties and frustrations. Students are encouraged to reflect on their subjective 
perspective and its weight in the development of the interaction.

2.2.2 Type e. non-AIBIA sequences

Description

Type e. sequences include meta-communication turns uttered by INT alerting 
one of the parties about what has just happened or is about to happen in the con-
versation and/or during the medical consultation, to which interlocutors react 
by addressing INT’s directly. In Example 5, MED is discussing the results of PAT’s 
recent tests, starting with the ultrasound examination, that resulted negative. 
INT translates MED’s words through an expanded rendition ‒ replacing “neg-
ativa” [negative] with “doesn’t show any problem” (line 511), probably suspect-
ing that PAT is not sufficiently familiar with the medical jargon to appreciate 
the meaning of “negative”. MED seems to come to the same conclusion, and in 
her following turn she also reformulates her words by adding “che vuol dire che 
è a posto” [which means it is ok] (line 512). Due to the partial transparency of 
English and Italian when it comes to words of Latin origin, such as “negative”, 
INT probably fears that PAT may have caught that particular word in MED’s turn, 
which may cause her to think that, despite INT’s translation, there is something 
wrong with her. So, she starts explaining how doctors indicate that a test did not 
show any problem (“and whenever a test”), but she stops in mid-sentence to turn 
to MED informing her that she is going to provide PAT with a further explana-
tion (“scusi lo lo specifico” [sorry I’ll explain that] line 513). MED agrees and then 
shows her approval by underlining the importance of making that particular 
point clear (“no questo è importante” [no this is important] line 517).
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Example 5. - Rec. no. 7 EN_giner_20150528

510 MED allora l’ecografia è negativa 

so the ultrasound is negative

511 INT the ultrasound doesn’t show any problem 

512 MED che vuol dire è a posto e questo è importante <perché se no>

which means it is ok and this is important <because otherwise>

513 INT  <and whenever> a test 

scusi lo lo specifico

sorry I’ll explain that

514 MED sì

yes

515-516 INT whenever whenever a test is ready and it is everything is okay doctors say it is 
negative so nothing shows so whenever you s- you hear negative in the hospital it 
means yay good thing okay

517-518 MED no questo è importante per cui se ha ogni tanto questi dolori queste fitte acute che 
forse sono anche da non so (.) tensione muscolare i:n gabinetto di corpo va normale

no this is important so if she feels this kind of pain every once in a while these 
pangs that may be due to I don’t know muscular tension the toilet does she go 
regularly

Discussion

This kind of non-AIBIA sequence is particularly relevant for encouraging students’ 
awareness as regards their communication responsibility: only by developing a 
fine-tuned sensitivity with regard to both their language combination and the in-
terlocutors involved, can they produce effective recipient-designed renditions.

2.2.3 Type g. non-AIBIA sequences

Description

Type g. sequences are distinguished by the mandate mechanism, whereby inter-
locutors ask INT to say or do something on their behalf (which INT almost invar-
iably says/does immediately afterwards). Mandates may be either uttered at the 
beginning of the sequence or reiterated throughout the entire exchange.

In the following excerpt (Example 6), MED addresses INT with her initial 
words in line 100 (“<ah> senti” [ah look]), selecting her as both interlocutor and 
collaborator. The following utterance (“malattie nella famiglia sua le solite” [dis-
eases in her family the usual ones]) is formulated just like a regular mandate: 
MED does not ask INT to ‘say’ something, but rather to ‘do’ something. This hy-
pothesis is corroborated by the use of the third person singular when referring to 
PAT, turning INT into MED’s primary interlocutor. Diseases are referred to as “le 
solite” [the usual ones]. Such use of a noun adjective in its plural form indicates 
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MED’s assumption, possibly even certainty, that INT is familiar with the context 
and the tasks to be carried out. In other words, MED transfers part of her compe-
tence as healthcare provider (see Angelelli 2004) to the interpreter, who accepts, 
thus turning into “co-interviewer” (Davidson 2000).

Example 6. - Rec. no. 10 ELF_gine_20160518

100 MED                  <ah> senti malattie nella famiglia sua le solite

                <ah> listen diseases in her family the usual ones

101-102 INT  mh mh are there any important diseases in your family? are mh members of your 
family I don’t know your grandparents that suffered from any particular disease

103 PAT  my grandfather eh

104 MED  non piange per niente

she doesn’t cry at all

105 INT  <SMILES>

106 PAT  <SMILES> heart

107 INT  heart attack

108 PAT  Yes

109 INT  suo: nonno è morto d’infarto

his grandfather died of a heart attack

110 MED  quale nonno

which one

111 INT  eh the father of your father or your or the father of <your mo>ther

112 PAT   <mother>

113 INT  <il: nonno mate>rno

<her mother’s fath>er

Sometimes INT does not wait for an explicit mandate but acts on the common 
ground she shares with one of the interlocutors and on their assumptions or ex-
pectations, reacting to questions she already knows the answer to.

In Example 7, for instance, MED has just given PAT a brochure illustrating 
all the contraceptive methods available in Italy. The brochure has been translat-
ed into English, but MED, knowing that PAT comes from a third-world country 
with a very low literacy rate, asks INT if PAT can read (line 391). INT, who has 
known PAT for a while now, is aware that she can read, so instead of translating 
MED’s question, she turns to PAT simply asking her to confirm that she can read 
(“you know how to read” line 392). Then, without waiting for PAT to verbalise 
her answer, but simply acting on her inquisitive gaze, INT assures her that she 
knew the answer to the question (“I know”), and, after brief laughter that diffus-
es the moment of potential embarrassment, she turns to MED, first speaking in 
English, to let PAT know what she is going to say (“she’s very good”), and then 
translating her own words for MED (“è molto brava a leggere anche” [she is very 
good at reading too]).
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Example 7. - Rec. no. 7 EN_giner_20150528

389-390 INT       <everything is explained>

there and <we’ll talk about it next time> 

391 MED <lei sa leggere>

<can she read>

392 INT you know how to read I know LAUGHTER she’s very good è molto brava a 
leggere anche

                                                                                         she is very good at reading too

Discussion

The recipient-design nature of INT’s turn is particularly evident here: students 
are invited to consider the consequences of this kind of translational (re)action 
for their interlocutors, whose reactions must be their cue, rather than the AIBIA 
model, and as part of their responsibility of watching over communication.

These passages not only refute the norm, according to which turn-by-turn 
translation would guarantee understanding in real life; they also show how the 
expansion of the AIBIA model is conducive to ‒ and sometimes essential for ‒ 
efficient communication. Furthermore, the selected examples raise students’ 
awareness on the importance of the interpreter’s role as ‘guardian’ of communi-
cation (“vigilants”17 Niemants 2013: 230): when simply monitoring interaction, 
interpreters need to be able to detect potential lack of understanding and inter-
vene with repairing actions when needed (see also Niemants 2015). 

Instead of having to reproduce reality, students are hereby required to react to 
real-life contributions to conversations, in other words to “(ré)agir plus authenti-
quement aux tours de vrais médecins et patients” (Niemants 2013: 230). Therein 
lies the real advantage that this kind of exercise seems to offer: future interpret-
ers have the opportunity to think within an authentic interaction, thus acquiring 
the right frame of mind to be applied to the role-play simulations. 

Such hypothesis is verified and discussed in the following section.

3. Testing Niemants and Stokoe’s method: a contrastive analysis of 
 examination sessions 

3.1  The student sub-corpus

The sub-corpus of role plays (HIQC_t) consists of 70 recorded interactions, of 
which 20 were selected for the purpose of this analysis, for a total duration of 
4h 24’ 05’’ (Table 4). All recordings were simulations involving an Italian native 
teacher playing the role of the Italian-speaking doctor, a second English native 
teacher playing the role of the English-speaking patient, and third-year BA stu-

17  Italics in the original.
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dents playing the role of interpreters. Recorded students were examined after 
completing a 30-hour healthcare interpreting course. Selected recordings were 
chosen in terms of representativeness of the two training methods, for a total of 
20 third-year BA students (17 Italian natives, two Serbians and one Russian): ten 
students (recordings no. 1 to 10) had attended the course before Niemants and 
Stokoe’s CARM-based method was applied ‒ i.e. they were trained with the tradi-
tional role-play method; the following ten (recordings no. 11 to 20) were trained 
by applying the method proposed by Niemants and Stokoe (2017). The topics dis-
cussed concern pregnancy, breech presentation, and C-section. 

N CODE Student’s NATIVE
LANGUAGE

Teacher/Patient’s 
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

TOPIC* DURATION

1 IT_201409_6 Italian UK/Nigeria breech position 0:13:09

2 IT_201409_7 Italian UK/Nigeria breech position 0:12:50

3 IT_201409_8 Serbian UK/Nigeria breech position 0:12:24

4 IT_201409_9 Italian UK/Nigeria breech position 0:13:29

5 IT_201409_10 Italian UK/Nigeria breech position 0:13:06

6 IT_201502_20 Russian USA/Nigeria pregnancy 0:14:11

7 IT_201502_21 Italian USA/Nigeria pregnancy 0:11:02

8 IT_201502_22 Italian USA/Nigeria pregnancy 0:11:23

9 IT_201502_23 Serbian USA/Nigeria pregnancy 0:11:05

10 IT_201502_24 Italian USA/Nigeria pregnancy 0:11:17

11 IT_201606_20 Italian USA/Nigeria C-section 0:15:57

12 IT_201606_21 Italian USA/Nigeria C-section 0:15:08

13 IT_201606_22 Italian USA/Nigeria C-section 0:14:32

14 IT_201606_23 Italian USA/Nigeria C-section 0:15:02

15 IT_201606_24 Italian USA/Nigeria C-section 0:14:49

16 IT_201609_1 Italian USA/Nigeria breech position 0:13:02

17 IT_201609_2 Italian USA/Nigeria breech position 0:13:38

18 IT_201609_3 Italian USA/Nigeria breech position 0:13:00

19 IT_201609_4 Italian USA/Nigeria breech position 0:13:27

20 IT_201609_5 Italian USA/Nigeria breech position 0:14:06

* Topics are listed in groups of five: trainers recite each simulation five times (each time 
with a different student), basing their performance on one single script, but reacting dif-
ferently according to each student’s performance.

Table 4. HIQC_t sub-corpus
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Before the beginning of the simulation, each trainee was briefed on the follow-
ing aspects:

 − patient’s clinical history that led him/her to come to the hospital and any 
relevant aspect of their life possibly connected with their condition (e.g. 
profession; reason why they were in Italy; addictions; etc.);

 − shared knowledge between interlocutors (had the interpreter met the pa-
tient before? Had the interpreter met the doctor before? Had patient and 
doctor met before?);

 − purpose of the encounter (i.e. E.R. consultation; hospital admission; in-patient 
consultation; surgery preparation; patient’s discharge; follow-up visit; etc.).

3.2  The first two years (2014-2015)

Students that did not attend the course when Niemants and Stokoe’s (2017) 
method was applied behaved in a way that differs from real-life professional in-
terpreters’ conduct. More specifically, they tended to translate on a turn-by-turn 
basis, although their activity did not necessarily ensure understanding by the 
primary interlocutors. Indeed, as shown below, AIBIA sequences are the majority 
within the corpus (86%):

Figure 5. Frequency of AIBIA vs non-AIBIA sequences in the 2014-2015 HIQC_t 
sub-corpus

Students’ turns suggest that they did not seem to react to the interlocutors moves 
but with their translation (cf. Wadensjö 1998: 104), even in cases where trans-
lation was clearly redundant and did not contribute to the functioning of com-
munication; they did not intervene with coordinating turns, such as narration 
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promoting questions, although they would have been beneficial; and, ultimately, 
they did not display any sort of awareness regarding their communicative re-
sponsibility.

Let us consider the following example, where the AIBIA model applies18:

Example 8. - Rec. no. 6 IT_201502_2019

1 tPAT help me please I am dying

2 tINT aiuto la prego sto morendo*

help me please I am dying

3 tPAT it hurts so bad

4 tINT ha bisogno di aiuto la signora sta malissimo 

she needs help the lady is feeling very bad

5 tMED cosa sta succedendo signora si calmi

what’s going on please madam calm down

6 tINT what’s happening what’s wrong

7 tPAT OH doctor thank God you are here I am hurting please do something

8 tINT dottore grazie a Dio lei è qui la signora ha dolori fortissimi

doctor thank God you are here this lady is in great pain

* The most relevant turns in each example are highlighted in bold.

This particular simulation takes place in the E.R., where a foreign patient has 
just arrived – the patient was received by a nurse, who immediately called an 
interpreter. Upon the latter’s arrival, the doctor also joins the patient and the con-
sultation may begin.

The patient turns immediately to the doctor asking for help and declaring that 
she’s “dying” (line 1). tINT reacts by simply repeating tPAT’s words in Italian in the 
first person singular (line 2), as if she was playing a part. She does not introduce 
herself either to the patient or the doctor, nor does she provide any sort of back-
ground information to provide some context for the other parties. tMED does not 
react, and tPAT insists that she is in a lot of pain (line 3). The trainee interpreter, 
once again, provides a turn-by-turn translation, however, this time she displays a 
different translational behaviour: in the first part of her turn she reformulates her 
previous rendition, using the third person singular to refer to the patient and tell-
ing the doctor that she needs help (“ha bisogno di aiuto” [she needs help]); she then 

18  Excerpts are taken from the transcripts of the HIQC_t sub-corpus and are displayed as 
follows: the first column indicates the line number(s) in the transcript; the second column 
indicates the abbreviation identifying the speaker; the third column indicates the turn 
content and, when the original turn is in Italian, a glossed translation into English in italics 
is shown. Transcription conventions are provided at the end of the article.

19 Speakers are identified as follows: trainer/doctor = tMED; trainer/patient = tPAT; 
trainee/interpreter = tINT.
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translates tPAT’s second turn, by reinforcing her identity (“la signora sta malissi-
mo” [the lady is feeling very bad]) and generalising her complaint, avoiding any 
reference to her pain and simply stating that she is feeling bad. This time tMED 
does react, but instead of offering help, he asks for further information (“cosa sta 
succedendo” [what is going on]) and, probably aware of the patient’s visible state 
of distress, addresses her directly (“signora” [madam]) and suggests that she calms 
down. tINT turns to tPAT and translates tMED’s question but omits tMED’s em-
pathic perspective-taking addition. Nevertheless, tPAT appears to be grateful for 
the doctor’s presence, and addresses him directly, insisting that she is in pain and 
asking for his help. tINT refers tPAT’s face-flattering comment and, finally, informs 
the doctor about the patient’s pain. This brief passage represents an emblematic 
example of the problems trainees may face when interpreting during a simulated 
interaction. The use of the first-person singular and the word-by-word translation 
of the patient’s first turn is inappropriate in a situation where doctor and patient 
meet each other for the first time, and the doctor does not know a) who the patient 
is and b) who the interpreter is. The doctor may, therefore, mistake one for the 
other, or treat the interpreter as a relative/friend of the patient. This is also prob-
lematic from the point of view of the interpreter’s credibility as a professional, as 
her translation may appear as an attempt at mimicking the patient.

Non-AIBIA sequences are under-represented in the HIQC_t sub-corpus. This 
is because students tend to react to their interlocutors’ turns, rather than take ac-
tion on their own initiative, as can be observed in the following excerpt (Example 
9). The trainer/patient plays the role of an English-speaking pregnant woman un-
dergoing her first ultrasound examination. At this moment in the interaction the 
doctor is showing her the images of the fetus on the ultrasound machine moni-
tor, indicating and naming the fetus’ body parts (lines 83, 85, 87). tINT provides 
a turn-by-turn translation, which appears to be particularly effective, as it allows 
tPAT to look at the screen while the doctor is pointing at it, identifying each body 
part as they are named. However, this particular non-AIBIA sequence appears to 
be due to the absence of reactions by tPAT, rather than tINT’s conscious decision. 
Indeed, a little further on in the passage, an example of unrealistic and inappro-
priate behaviour on the part of the trainee/interpreter is provided:

Example 9. - Rec. no.10 IT_201409_10

83 tMED qui ci sono i pie<dini>

here are the little feet

84 tINT                        <that’s the> feet

85 tMED le man<ine>

its little hands

86 tINT       <the hands>

87 tMED la testa è que<sta qua>

the head is this one here

88 tINT                      <the head>
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89-90 tMED però ecco UH oltretutto guardi si vede è anche un maschietto lo sapeva già la 
signora che è un maschietto

but and look you can see it’s a boy did she know it the lady that it’s a boy

91 tINT UH it’s a MH it’s a male a boy did you know that

92 tPAT OH (.) I didn’t want to know the sex but ok

93 tINT non voleva sapere il sesso

she didn’t want to know the sex

94 tMED ma io cosa ne so lei non mi ha mai detto niente

but what do I know you have never told me anything

The problem arises at line 89, when the doctor says that the she can identify the 
sex of the baby, i.e. a boy. The trainer/doctor provides the trainee/interpreter 
with a cue: indeed, after giving the sex-related information, she adds “lo sape-
va già la signora che è un maschietto” [did she know it the lady that it’s a boy] 
(line 90): by addressing the interpreter directly with this question, tMED is sug-
gesting that the woman may not know yet, and implicitly alerts tINT that she 
should make sure that the patient actually wants to know the sex of her baby. 
tINT misses this cue completely, first informing tPAT that she is having a boy and 
then relaying tMED’s question ‒ which was actually meant for her. The trainer/
patient, knowing how she is expected to react according to the trainee/inter-
preter’s behaviour, politely conveys her disappointment (“OH (.) I didn’t want to 
know the sex but ok”). At this point, without apologising or admitting any kind 
of responsibility otherwise, tINT turns to the doctor, simply referring that the 
patient did not want to know the baby’s sex (line 93). tMED’s loses her patience, 
correctly pointing out that nobody ‒ especially the interpreter ‒ told her any-
thing, so she could not know about the patient’s wish (line 94). Translation of 
turns as isolated utterances means no negotiation of understanding and no in-
terference through additional semantic units (cf. Paradis 2000) offered to A and 
B. In order to encourage their trainees to stay within character, trainers may use 
their turn to elicit a specific kind of translation/reaction by the student, as is the 
case in Example 9. In a way tMED’s turn seems to promote the interpreter’s com-
municative responsibility; however, by casting a closer look at the exchange, the 
opposite seems to apply. Within the frame of the role play, it is the trainer/doctor 
who coordinates interaction: tMED’s turns are the ones promoting participation, 
eliciting actions and, ultimately, assigning each participant a position within the 
interaction. The very action taken by the trainer to achieve a realistic reaction is 
the reason why the whole exchange becomes unrealistic and the exercise misses 
its goal. This particular aspect confirms the results obtained by Niemants (2013: 
219-220) through her qualitative analysis, bearing evidence of the validity of her 
intuition, and further corroborating her observations on the significance of (in)
authenticity in role play.
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3.3 The CARM-based role-play model trainees (2016)

After applying Niemants and Stokoe’s (2017) CARM-based role-play method 
during the course, students were examined on the medicine-related topics dealt 
with in the classroom. First of all, the number of AIBIA sequences is considerably 
lower, as shown below (Fig. 6):

Figure 6. Frequency of AIBIA vs non-AIBIA sequences in the 2016 HIQC_t sub-corpus

Moreover, non-AIBIA sequences display an increased awareness by trainees as 
regards their communication responsibility, which is expressed through a great-
er degree of initiative on their part (Fig. 7). 

Figure 7. Distribution of types of non-AIBIA sequences in the 2016 HIQC_t sub-corpus
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The following examples show the appreciable difference in their renditions dur-
ing the exam simulation. As displayed in Figure 7, the three most represented 
types of non-AIBIA sequences are type b., type e., and type g. (cf. §2.2). 

The first excerpt (Example 10) is a simulation based on the same script that 
was used in the previous examination group (Example 8). The trainee-inter-
preter in this case (Rec. no. 12 IT_201606_21) behaves very differently from 
the previous case (Rec. no. 6 IT_201502_20). Firstly, she starts off by always 
interpreting in the third person singular, making sure that: a) the doctor does 
not associate her with the patient; and b) she can smoothly introduce herself to 
both parties (lines 7-14).

Example 10. - Rec. no. 12 IT_201606_21

1 tPAT thank God you are here yesterday night was a real ordeal

2-3 tINT EHM EHM è lieta che lei sia qui perché la scorsa notte è stata molto difficile 
da superare

she is happy that you are here because last night was very hard on her

4-5 tMED mi dispiace davvero (.) comunque piacere sono il dottor Maurizio Cortina 

I am sorry to hear that anyway nice to meet you I am doctor Maurizio Cortina

6 (.)

7 tINT he is UH UH I am your interpreter and <he is the UH>

8 tPAT                                                                     <nice to meet you>

9-10 tINT UH nice to meet you too and he is Maurizio Cortina the doctor who will visit 
you today

12-13 tPAT I see thank you is nice to meet you doctor I am Jane Barckley please tell me 
what is wrong with me

14-16 tINT UH lei è UH la signora Barckley piacere di conoscerla e vorrebbe sapere UH 
la la il disturbo UH di che tipo di disturbo soffre la causa del dolore

she is Mrs. Barckley she is glad to meet you and she would like to know the the the 
disease what kind of ailment she is suffering from the cause for her pain

Moreover, this particular passage shows tINT’s use of non-AIBIA sequences, 
which are conducive of better communication: in line 7 she introduces herself, to 
which tPAT replies addressing tINT directly in an overlapping segment (“nice to 
meet you” line 8); before continuing with her translation, and without losing her 
train of thought after the overlap, tINT addresses tPAT in reply to her turn (“nice 
to meet you too” line 9) and then proceeds with her translation, adding that Dr. 
Maurizio Cortina is the physician that will visit tPAT (line 10). This addition can 
be identified as a type e. non-AIBIA sequence, whereby the interpreter utters me-
ta-communication turns to alert one of the parties about what has just happened 
or is about to happen in the conversation and/or during the medical consultation. 
Finally, tINT relays tPAT’s request to tMED, reformulating it and replacing tPAT’s 
colloquial expression (“what’s wrong with me”) with a more medical-sounding 
utterance (“di che tipo di disturbo soffre” [what kind of ailment she is suffering 
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from]) and contextualising the question (“la causa del dolore” [the cause of her 
pain]). By doing so, the trainee/interpreter shows awareness of her interlocutors, 
as she applies a significant degree of recipient-design to her rendition.

In the following excerpt (Example 11), a pregnant woman is admitted to the 
hospital because of a sharp pain between her chest and abdomen, and the doctor 
asks the interpreter to let the patient describe the pain. tINT, who has been given 
a mandate by the doctor (type g. non-AIBIA sequence), rephrases the question, 
first by formulating a polite request for information (“can you please describe 
this pain” line 36), and then by providing follow-up questions that may give the 
patient an idea of what kind of details the doctor is seeking (“if it happened be-
fore how and when” line 38) and motivating tMED’s question (“so the doctor can 
tell you what it is exactly” line 37).

Example 11. - Rec. no. 16 IT_201609_1

35 tMED Che me lo descriva prima e poi mi dice se le è già capitato

so have her describe it to me first and the she’ll tell me if it happened before

36-38 tINT UHM::: can you please describe this pain with more details so that the doctor can 
tell you what it is exactly EH if it happened before how and when

39-44 tPAT MMMH MMMH UHM I would describe it as a sharp pain uh actually to come to think 
about it now I have already felt this sort of pain in my chest various times actually XXX 
for example after jogging or if I lift heavy things uh but I never felt it so severe and it had 
never spread so I didn’t really bother much about it UHM I actually I thought it was due 
to the car accident that I had a couple of years ago

45 tMED Mi sembra di capire che ci sia <qualche altra circostanza>

It seems there is <some other circumstance>

46 tINT                                <Sì qualcosa sì sì>

                               <yes something yes yes>

47 tMED mi può dire allora così finisco di completare <la cartella>

can you tell me then so I can finish up filling <the chart>

48-54 tINT                                               <certo> EH: allora AH: questo dolore è stato piuttosto acuto 
e in effetti è già successo varie volte specialmente dopo sforzi fisici per esempio quando 
sollevava qualcosa però mai così forte e quindi non si è mai preoccupata EH: e non si 
era mai nemmeno diffuso ad altre parti del corpo all’inizio ha pensato che fosse stato 
dovuto all’incidente: automobilistico che ha avuto un paio di anni fa

                                              <sure> alright so this pain is quite acute and actually it had 
happened before various times especially after physical exertion for instance when she 
was lifting something but never this intense and therefore she never worried about it 
and it hadn’t spread to other body parts before either she thought it was due to her car 
accident two years ago

55-57 tMED EH: incidente automobilistico qua non c’è scritto niente le chieda un po’ che cosa è 
successo incidente e soprattutto quando è successo

car accident there is nothing written here ask her a little what happened accident and 
most importantly when it happened
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58-59 tINT subito EH: this accident is not on is not reported on your: med-  EH on your medical 
report can you please describe what happened how

right away

60-67 tPAT UHM:::: well two years ago:: uhm: it was the:: 11th of November two years ago uh a car 
ran into mine while I was waiting at a red light uh and the seatbelt hurt my chest and I 
had a cracked rib uh::: so after the accident I often had pains in my chest and I did a 
lot of tests and examinations and everything was ok so I never really worried very much 
about these pains

68-72 tINT Ok thanks UHM: l’11 novembre di due anni fa ha avuto un incidente automobilistico 
EH: e una macchina è andata a a sbattere contro la sua e la la cintura di sicurezza le ha:: 
le ha rotto leco- una costola e ha fatto molti controlli medici e molti test quindi non 
si è mai comunque preoccupata ulteriormente

                                on Nov 11 two years ago she had a car accident and a car hit hers 
and the safety belt broke her broke her rib and she went through numerous check-ups 
and tests so she did not worry about it any further

73 tMED EH le ha rotto una costola::

it broke one of her ribs

74 tINT X D- During the accident EH what happened to your ribs

75 tPAT UHM I cracked a rib

76 tINT Cracked EH si è incrinata

                     it cracked

Another interesting aspect of this passage is the management by tINT of the 
side-sequence (lines 45-58) between her and the doctor (type g. non-AIBIA se-
quence): when the doctor intervenes to interrupt tPAT’s turn, tINT reacts first 
with an attentive listening cue (“Sì qualcosa sì sì” [yes something yes yes] line 
46), echoing tMED’s words, and then by explicitly agreeing with his decision be-
fore providing her translation (“certo” [sure] line 48). tINT does this again in line 
58 (“subito” [right away]) before following the doctor’s mandate, and in line 68 
(“ok thanks”), thanking tPAT for providing the requested piece of information. 
Finally, unlike trainees/interpreters in the first group, trainees/interpreters in 
the second group do not seem to avoid clarification requests in order to avoid bad 
or ambiguous translations. After listening to the translation of tPAT’s turn, tMED 
repeats the part of the translation that tINT had rendered incorrectly (“le ha rotto 
una costola” [it broke her rib] instead of “I had a cracked rib” lines 63-64), acting 
more as a trainer and examiner rather than simple interlocutor; tINT does not 
confirm her translation, probably aware of her mistake, and asks tPAT to repeat 
what happened to her rib (“D- During the accident EH what happened to your 
ribs” line 74). She then confirms her understanding ‒ both of tPAT’s utterance 
and her mistake ‒ and provides the correct translation (“Cracked EH si è incrina-
ta” [Cracked EH it got cracked] line 76).
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4. Conclusive remarks

Non-AIBIA sequences are pivotal in interpreter-mediated doctor-patient in-
teraction, as they ensure mutual understanding and prevent the conversation 
from lingering uselessly on ambiguous pieces of information. The application 
of Niemants and Stokoe’s (2017) CARM-based method proved useful, as it shows 
the multiple facets of real-life interpreter-mediated healthcare interaction. By 
observing real-life interpreters in action, showing initiative and providing more 
than turn-by-turn translations, trainees are encouraged to reflect on the many 
strategies they may employ during a simulated conversation that may promote 
streamlining of the message and the conveying of the interlocutors’ pragmat-
ic intentions. This training approach yielded significant results in this sense, 
combining Niemants and Stokoe’s (2017) intuition and quantitative analysis. 
Trainees in the 2016 HIQC_t sub-corpus display an increased awareness as re-
gards their communication responsibility, which is expressed through a greater 
degree of initiative on their part. Indeed, the significant presence of non-AIBIA 
sequences of type b., e. and g. (see Figure 7) shows that: trainees acquire a greater 
degree of awareness as regards their responsibility towards conveying the mes-
sage correctly, which sometimes may require side sequences of clarification be-
tween interpreter and doctor, in order to be able to elicit the correct pieces of in-
formation by the patient; and trainees feel more empowered participants within 
the interaction, as they take up the responsibility of coordinating communica-
tion by uttering meta-communication turns that alert one of the parties about 
what has just happened or is about to happen in the conversation and/or during 
the medical consultation.

Admittedly, the analysis could be applied to a greater volume of data ‒ the 
greater the sample, the more significant the results. However, I believe that the 
data presented here are sufficiently telling to provide evidence to the fact that 
there is no longer any excuse for teaching healthcare interpreting, and DI in gener-
al, using a business-as-usual approach (cf. Widdowson 1996). As Niemants (2013: 
232) insightfully anticipated, research on DI has finally reached a point where the 
“question de l’authenticité” can no longer be ignored, as “le fait d’utiliser du maté-
riel authentique n’assure pas l’authenticité des activités qu’on propose”. 
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Transcription conventions (Magno Caldognetto/Tonelli 1993 and Papa 2010)

Capital initial Proper names of people, institutions places, etc. 

(.) Silent pause. According to the analysis requirements, 
pauses may be quantified by replacing “.” with the rele-
vant duration in seconds.

wor- Truncated word.

X Unintelligible syllable. 

XXX Unintelligible word. 

(wo)rd Unintelligible phonemes, which do not, however, pre-
vent the intelligibility of the entire word uttered. 

Word.word.word Syncopated, “robotic” rhythm.

CAPITAL Throat-clearing sounds, swallowing sounds, laughter, 
heavy breathing, cough, applause, interpreter’s com-
ments, microphone noises etc.

Eh, ah, ehm Vocalized hesitations and filled pauses.

Number Numbers are transcribed in letters.

a: 
worMED worMED:: 

Vowel or consonant lengthening. 

/variation 1, variation 2/ Ambiguous segment (multi-transcription). 

((gesture)) Proxemic elements. 

→word word← Fast(er) elocution rhythm.

←word word→ Slow(er) elocution rhythm. 

(?) Ex: word (?) Metathesis, anticipation, transposition and possible 
typographical errors.

A: dgjioegj <dghdjk> 
B: <jkgkfg> 

Speech overlap. 

Name (pronunciation: ------) Incorrect pronunciation of proper names: the standard 
orthographic indication is followed by the altered one 
in brackets. 


